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Abstract

The aim of this study is to investigate the effects of simulation based cooperative learning on students’ physics achievements, science process skills, attitudes towards physics and interactive whiteboards. In experimental group (n=24), while students taught with Student Teams Achievement Division (STAD) method with the integration of simulations in electricity subject, in control group (n=25), traditional learning supported by simulations. Students’ responses were analyzed by using t-test and content analysis. In the findings of the study high school students in simulation based cooperative learning environments (Cohen’s d=1.86) have higher effect size than in traditional learning environments supported with simulations, between these two methods there were no statistically significant difference on students’ science process skills, attitude towards physics lesson and usage of interactive whiteboards. As a conclusion, simulation based cooperative learning positively affected students’ physics achievements more than traditional learning and both techniques made small differences on students’ science process skills, attitudes towards physics and usage of interactive whiteboards.
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1. Introduction

As digital technologies became pervasive and students became more teach-savvy, there was an increase in pressure to bring educational technologies into classrooms (Smetana & Bell, 2012). It was claimed by technology advocates that computer technologies could transform learning by providing teachers with more opportunities offered and students with more collaboration with peers and experts as well as with increasing access to information, ideas expressed and communicated and difficult topics explored (Sivin-Kachala & Bialo, 2000; Songer, 2007). However, educational technologies were poorly integrated into classrooms (Songer, 2007), or used in a limited way.

Bitner and Bitner (2002) described eight keys to success of integrating technology into classrooms, one of which was teaching models, and they stated that different kinds of programs could be used in large and small group instruction to facilitate teaching and learning. Computer simulations, which are dynamic, interactive and easily usable programs, support student-centered and inquiry-based teaching models (Smetana & Bell, 2012) and advocate the idea of Bitner and Bitner related to large and small group instruction. Smetana and Bell also claimed that simulations were effective tools when they were integrated with other forms of instruction (Sivin-Kachala & Bialo, 2000; Songer, 2007). However, educational technologies were poorly integrated into classrooms (Songer, 2007), or used in a limited way.

Interactive whiteboards, which are another digital technology adopted into classroom environments, have been frequently used
The aim of this study was to find out the effects of simulation based cooperative learning on high school students’ physics achievements, science process skills and attitudes towards physics and the use of interactive whiteboards.

2. Method

Experimental Design and Sampling

A quasi-experimental design “Pre-test and post-test with control group design” was used in the study. Of the groups in the study, the experimental group was taught using simulation based cooperative learning method, while the control group was taught using simulation based traditional learning method. At the end of the implementation, open-ended questions were used to obtain the participants’ views on simulations, interactive whiteboards and teaching methods.

Convenient sampling procedure was applied for the study. A school near to the researchers university was selected and the study was implemented in two classes of this school. Participants of this study were high school physics students (n=49) from 11th grade class. The students were at the ages of 16-17. The interactive whiteboards were used for three years in this school and these boards were supplied in the FATIH project. Two intact classes were randomly assigned to simulation based cooperative (n=24; 12 boys and 12 girls) and simulation based traditional (n=25; 12 boys and 13 girls) teaching environments. There were 25 students in simulation based cooperative learning group during the implementation, however, one student did not take post-tests, so this student was taken out during the data analysis process.

The lessons were given by a physics teacher who was assisted and supervised by the researcher of this study. The lessons were also observed by a pre-service science teacher to control how much the given procedure was applied by the teacher. Two science educators/researchers from a Turkish university contributed to the designing of the lesson plans of simulation based cooperative and simulation based traditional teaching methods.
Instructional Intervention

The unit “electricity” (electric force, field and potential of point charges) for 11th grade students was developed by physics teacher, researcher and two science educators/researchers through steps of 5E learning cycle; engage, explore, explain, elaborate and evaluate. This cycle is a widely used inquiry based method for science instruction providing a structured way to implement inquiry in the classroom (Marek, 2008). In engage, explore and elaborate phases, PHET and eduMedia simulations were used. Phet simulations, which were constructed by Colorado University, allow students to probe and explore physical phenomena and these simulations are engaging tools for student learning (Podolefsky, Adams, Lancaster & Perkins, 2010). eduMedia simulations, which were constructed by a private company, include more than 800 simulations, most of which are appropriate for Turkish high school curriculum. These simulations was evaluated in the FATIH project by Electronic Knowledge Network (EBA) and found appropriate and effective. All eduMedia simulations was used in public schools for three years. Table 1 shows the simulations used during instruction with the corresponding 5E learning cycle phases and related web addresses.

Table 1. Simulations Used During Instruction

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Engage</th>
<th>Explore</th>
<th>Elaborate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Electric Force</td>
<td>Electric Field</td>
<td>Electric Potential</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engage</td>
<td>Explore</td>
<td>Elaborate</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Simulation Based Cooperative Learning Group

Student Teams Achievement Division (STAD) method, developed by R. Slavin in 1978, was used as a teaching method. In STAD, students are assigned to four – or five- member learning teams. The teams are composed of high, average and low performing students of boys and girls (Balkafih, 2003). While STAD is being implemented, (1) the teacher introduces new materials, (2) team members study worksheets, (3) individual quizzes are taken, (4) the teacher combines the scores to create team scores, and (5) members of the winning team are given certificates (Balkafih, 2003).

During the study, 5 groups were constructed with 25 students heterogeneously. The academic achievements and gender were used as criteria while constructing groups. The study took 3 weeks, 12 hours. At the beginning of each week, the teacher introduced the simulations, and explained each step of 5E learning cycle that students would complete. For example, first week, the teams started with “electric field hockey” simulation, then explored Coulomb’s law by using “Coulomb’s Law” simulation, explained the Coulomb’s law and filled the worksheets including problems related to electric forces, then used “2 electric point charges” for elaboration and finally had a test related to electric forces in the evaluation part. Teacher collected the tests to determine the winning team and each member of this team was rewarded with a cinema ticket. After first week, the same order was applied by the teacher, and students’ performance was evaluated to determine the winning team by comparing new scores with the first score taken during the first week of evaluation test.

Simulation Based Traditional Learning Group

Although the cooperative teaching method is indirect and student-centered, traditional method is direct and teacher centered meaning teacher lectures, provides notes and solves sample examples (Martin, 2006).

The study took 3 weeks, 12 hours. During the study, the teacher lectured by using the simulations applied among the cooperati-
ve learning group. First, the teacher introduced “electric field hockey” simulation and let some students play with it on interactive whiteboard. Secondly, he showed “Coulomb’s Law” simulation and explained Coulomb’s Law. Thirdly, he used “2 electric point charges” simulation, and finally he solved problems that were used in the evaluation part of cooperative group. Each week, the same order was applied by the teacher. Students were not evaluated each week.

**Instruments**

Electricity achievement test (EAT), science process skills test (SPST), physics attitude scale (PAS) and use of interactive whiteboards attitude scale tests (IWAS) were administered as pre-tests and post-tests.

Electricity Achievement Test was constructed by the researcher and the teacher. First of all, all university entrance exam questions related to electricity was selected from ordinary books. Then some of them was eliminated by thinking difficulty levels and relevance to teaching programme. 20 items test was constructed and then EAT was send to another high school teacher and another academician. EAT item number decreased to 15 according to their opinions. Finally, EAT, which consists of 15 items, was implemented to understand high school students academic achievements about electric force, field and potential. EAT was scored with 1.0 for correct answers and 0.0 for wrong answers. Higher scores of the students indicated more understanding of the electricity concept while lower scores indicated less. However after implementing EAT as pre-test and post-test, 5 items were deleted to increase the reliability coefficient of the test. Finally 10 items were used to analyze the students’ electricity achievements. In this final version of EAT, the reliability coefficient was found as 0.58 and 0.66 for pre-test and post-test respectively.

SPST, originally developed by Temiz (2007), was used in this study by the way of Çetin (2013). This test consisted of totally 20 items, two of which were essay types and eighteen of which were multiple choice types. It includes 5 dimensions; (1) identifying and defining variables and formulating hypothesis, (2) describing relationships between variables, designing investigations and experimenting, (3) organizing data in tables, (4) organizing data in graphs, (5) analyzing investigations and their data. The scores of the students were ranged between 0.0 and 40.0 by giving maximum 8 points to each dimension. The reliability coefficients were found as 0.85 and 0.91 for pre-test and post-test respectively. In this study these values were found as 0.80 and 0.76 respectively.

PAS, developed by Taşlıdere (2007), were used to identify students’ attitudes towards physics. This scale consisted of 24 items with five-point Likert type. Thus, the scores were ranged between 24.0 and 120.0. The higher scores the participant got, the higher the students’ attitudes towards physics were. The reliability coefficient was found as 0.90 and 0.92 for pre-test and post-test respectively.

IWAS, developed by Tataroğlu and Erduran (2010), were used to obtain students’ attitudes towards the use of interactive whiteboards. This scale consisted of 22 items with five-point Likert type. The minimum score that could be taken from the test was 22.0 and the maximum was 110.0. Higher scores demonstrate the students have high attitudes towards the use of interactive whiteboards. The reliability coefficient was found as 0.93 and 0.89 for pre-test and post-test respectively.

Additionally, four open-ended questions were asked to understand students’ views on simulations, interactive whiteboards and teaching methods at the end of the study in two groups. These questions were developed by two researchers that are working in the field of science education. An interview form was prepared by using these questions and forms were implemented as an in-class activity in both groups. Open-ended questions were distributed to whole-classes in one classroom hour and it took approximately 20 minutes to complete all questions by students. The aim of asking these questions was only obtain students’ general opinions about the study and interactive whiteboards. So, only content validity of the questions was supplied by two researchers.

**Data Analysis**

The data were evaluated in statistical program (SPSS 21.0). The mean, standard deviation and Cohen’s d values, which students got from pre-tests and post-tests, were presented descriptively. Then t-test (independent sample t-test and paired samples t-test) analyses were used to determine if there was a significant difference between the groups. Finally, the content analysis was conducted to find out the participants’ views on simulations, interactive whiteboards and teaching methods.

**3. Results**

Descriptive statistical analysis (mean scores and standard deviations for pre-test and post-test scores) and t-test results for each dependent variable are presented.

**Descriptive Statistical Analysis**

The mean scores, standard deviations and Cohen’s d values for pre-test and post-test results of experimental (simulation based cooperative learning group (SBCL)) and control (simulation based traditional learning group(SBTL)) groups are demonstrated in Table 2.
Table 2. Descriptive Statistic For Pre-Test and Post-Test Results of Experimental and Control Groups

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>n</th>
<th>Pre-Test</th>
<th>Post-Test</th>
<th>Cohen's d</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EAT</td>
<td>SBTL</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>2.40</td>
<td>1.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SBCL</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>1.90</td>
<td>1.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPST</td>
<td>SBTL</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>22.02</td>
<td>8.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SBCL</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>19.18</td>
<td>7.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAS</td>
<td>SBTL</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>88.82</td>
<td>11.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SBCL</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>90.57</td>
<td>15.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IWAS</td>
<td>SBTL</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>71.07</td>
<td>14.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SBCL</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>73.64</td>
<td>20.74</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

According to Table 2, both teaching methods have a large effect on students’ achievements. Yet, the Cohen’s d value for cooperative learning is higher than that of traditional one. The other variables have small effect sizes.

T-test Results

The statistically significant difference between experimental and control group was searched by using independent sample t-test for pre-test results to determine whether there was a significant difference between groups at the beginning of the study. The findings were demonstrated in Table 3.

Table 3. Independent sample t-test results for pre-tests of EAT, SPST, PAS and IWAS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>t</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
<th>Mean Difference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EAT</td>
<td>0.974</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>0.335</td>
<td>0.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPST</td>
<td>1.274</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>0.209</td>
<td>2.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAS</td>
<td>-0.451</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>0.654</td>
<td>1.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IWAS</td>
<td>-0.499</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>0.620</td>
<td>2.56</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

According to Table 3, it was found that there was no significant difference on students’ physics achievements, science process skills, attitudes towards physics and interactive whiteboards. Additionally, it was seen that the mean differences between experimental and control groups were very low. Independent sample t-test results for post-tests of EAT, SPST, PAS and IWAS were demonstrated in Table 4.

Table 4. Independent sample t-test results for post-tests of EAT, SPST, PAS and IWAS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>t</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
<th>Mean Difference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EAT</td>
<td>-0.729</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>0.470</td>
<td>0.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPST</td>
<td>0.210</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>0.835</td>
<td>0.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAS</td>
<td>0.587</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>0.560</td>
<td>2.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IWAS</td>
<td>-0.111</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>0.912</td>
<td>0.46</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

According to Table 4, it was found that there was no statistically significant difference on participants’ post-test scores of EAT. That means that applied learning methods did not create a difference on students’ academic achievements. However, when the Cohen’s d values are compared between groups, it was seen that when the simulations combined with cooperative learning caused more effect size than simulations used in traditional learning. Additionally, there was no statistically significant difference on the other dependent variables, SPST, PAS and IWAS.

Paired sample t-test was also used to determine if there was a statistically significant difference between the applied methods and dependent variables (EAT, SPST, PAS, IWAS). The results were demonstrated in Table 5.

Table 5. Paired sample t-test results for EAT, SPST, PAS and IWAS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>t</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>sig</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SBTL</td>
<td>EAT</td>
<td>-7.425</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SPST</td>
<td>1.085</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PAS</td>
<td>0.730</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IWAS</td>
<td>0.010</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
According to Table 5, traditional and cooperative learning resulted with the statistically significant increase on students’ academic achievements, but cooperative learning created more effect size than traditional learning group. None of the teaching methods created a statistically significant difference on the other dependent variables, SPST, PAS and IWAS.

**Interview Results**

Four open-ended questions, which were constructed by two researchers, were asked to all participants in a structured form. The results were summarized in Table 6.

### Table 6. The summaries of the responses to the given open-ended questions

1. **Do you think the use of simulation based activities in class is helpful to your learning physics?**

   **SBTL**
   - 40% of participants (n=10) answered “yes” and 60% (n=15) answered “no”.
   - “Yes”: Because I can understand and comprehend the subject easily.
   - “No”: Because simulations look like games and we played games on whiteboards and could not understand anything.

   **SBCL**
   - 58% of participants (n=14) answered “yes” and 42% (n=10) answered “no”.
   - “Yes”: Because we learn by doing and experiencing and they (simulations) are more funny and enhance retention.
   - No: because I can understand the subject but I can’t apply the rules or formulas during exams.

2. **Did your approach towards physics lesson changed by the way of teaching method used in your class?**

   **SBTL**
   - While 56% (n = 14) claimed that their approach towards physics lesson affected negatively from the use of simulations in class, 16% (n=4) stated that they enjoyed using simulations.
   - 24% (n=6) stated that their approach towards physics did not change with use of simulations.
   - One student (4%) did not answer this question.

   **SBCL**
   - 84% (n=20) of participants stated that the use of simulations in a group changed their approach towards physics in a positive way. They stated that the lesson became more understandable and funny; participation to class activities increased, besides, they started to love the lesson.
   - 12% (n = 3) stated that their approach did not change.
   - One student (4%) did not answer this question.

3. **Electricity unit topics were covered in your lessons by using interactive whiteboards. Do you think you understand these topics or not. How do you think your understanding was affected using interactive whiteboards?**

   **SBTL**
   - 56% (n=14) of participants thought negative about interactive whiteboards. Participants believed that the class time was not appropriate for using these activities, had a difficulty while focusing on the topic and saw the simulations as a game on tablets.
   - Other participants (44%) stated that the use of interactive whiteboards did not affect their learning much.

   **SBCL**
   - 58% (n=14) of participants thought negative about using interactive whiteboards on physics lessons. These participants stated that they could understand much if classical board was used instead of interactive whiteboards.
   - Only 17% (n=4) stated that the use of interactive whiteboards enhanced retention and the subject become more concrete.
   - 8% (n=2) of participants stated that they understand the subject in average level.
   - 17% (n=4) did not answer this question.

4. **How do you think the use of interactive whiteboards affect lesson, teacher and student?**

   **SBTL**
   - 56% (n=14) of participants thought negative about interactive whiteboards. They stated that these boards decrease the interaction between teacher and student.
   - 44% (n=10) thought that although these boards had some advantages like the visibility and effective use of class time, classic boards should be preferred.

   **SBCL**
   - Most of the participants (84%, n=20) thought positive saying interactive whiteboards supply some facilities to teachers and students, and the lesson becomes more efficient. Interactive whiteboards save class time and facilitates learning.
   - Only 4 % (n=1) stated negative opinion about interactive whiteboards and claim that interactive whiteboards made him sleepy and hurts his eyes.
   - Others 12% (n=3) did not answer this question.
**4. Conclusion and Discussion**

This study was conducted with the aim of investigating the effects of the simulation based cooperative learning approach in 11th grade physics lesson in the electric subject on students’ academic achievements, science process skills, attitudes towards physics and interactive whiteboards. First, the research determined that students in the experimental group who were taught with simulation based cooperative learning had higher scores on achievement test than students in the control group that were taught with simulation based traditional learning approach. This result was not statistically significant, however the effect size of experimental group was higher than the control group. On the other hand there are some researches in the literature, that found significant difference when cooperative learning was applied (Newmann & Thompson, 1987; Vaughan, 2002; Parveen, 2012). Capar and Tarim (2015) designed a meta-analysis study to determine the effect sizes for cooperative learning and reported that the effect size for high schools was 0.54. However, this study found the effect size as 1.86 for simulation based cooperative learning and 1.09 for simulation based traditional learning. That shows that both approaches have a positive effect on students’ achievements but the reason of the difference between the effect sizes may be caused from the integration of simulations into cooperative learning. Sari and Güven (2013) searched the effect of inquiry based learning with simulations, animations and videos on prospective teachers’ academic achievements and compared this method with traditional learning. They found that the use of these kinds of activities with interactive whiteboards caused the medium effect size on students’ academic achievements. When their effect size value converted to Cohen’s d, it was 0.57. Additionally, Huppert, Lomask and Lazarowitz’ (2002) study claim that when simulations were used in traditional learning, the effect size became 1.14. Similar to these study findings, this present study also found the effect size as 1.09 and it is obvious that when the technology and teaching method are successfully blended, the effect size increases. So, it can be concluded that when simulations were combined with cooperative learning students’ academic achievements could increase much.

The second finding of this study indicated that students in control group had lower scores on science process skills test than their own pre-test scores. However, in experimental group, students’ scores did not change between pre-test and post-test. The decrease in control group was not found as statistically significant. The reason of that decrease may be explained by using the responses of students to open-ended questions. Students claimed that the use of simulations in a traditional way did not affect their understanding and they saw the simulations as games. Huppert, Lomask and Lazarowitz (2002) claimed that the use of computer simulations requires logical thinking skills. So during the study, if the students see the simulations as games or believe they do not affect their understandings, obviously their science process skills could not change. Additionally development of these skills need long-time and long-step processes, the study took just three weeks and students’ science process skills did not change. If the implementation time is getting longer, it may be resulted with the increase in science process skills.

The third finding of this study indicated that when the effect of simulation based cooperative learning on attitudes towards physics and interactive whiteboards was taken into consideration, it was seen that the general effect sizes were low, -0.37 and -0.11 respectively. In addition to that, the differences about the attitudes were not statistically significant. The reason of this low effect size may be the duration of the study, again. According to Capar and Tarim (2013), the study implemented for 5 weeks may not be sufficient to change the attitudes of students. The implementation of this study took 3 weeks, less than the study of Capar and Tarim, so this duration can be considered to be relatively short. In another study, the attitude change was not observed during simulation based learning study, too (Shaw & Okey, April 15-18,1985); And it also claims that the duration time of the study should be more to create a significant change on students’ attitudes.

The final finding of this study indicated that when the responses of participants to open-ended questions were evaluated, most of the students in control group saw the simulations as games and most of the students in experimental group saw the simulations as helpful activities. The use of simulations in a cooperative learning created a difference on students’ views about the simulations. Similarly, the use of cooperative learning affected students’ approaches towards physics but these were not found statistically. 80 % of the students claimed that their approaches towards physics changed positively with implementation of the study in experimental group, 56 % of those of control group changed negatively. Lastly, while most students in experimental group believed that the use of interactive whiteboards facilitates teaching and learning and enhances retention, in control group students believe that interactive whiteboards decrease the interaction between teacher and student in class. Again, the effect of cooperative application was seen, because there was an obvious difference on students’ ideas about simulations, interactive whiteboards and approaches towards physics.

As a conclusion, the findings of this study demonstrated that if simulations were effectively integrated with cooperative learning, high school students’ achievements would increase, and students’ ideas about interactive whiteboards and physics lesson would change in time. As a recommendation, simulations could be integrated into other cooperative learning strategies like teams-games-tournaments, Jigsaw, learning together and group investigation and they could also be tested by adopting into other teaching methods like problem based learning, active learning, 5E learning cycle. However, while integrating them, the effectiveness should not be forgotten.
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